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Editorial
Networking. A term that’s been on
everybody’s lips lately, but whose
underlying system is nothing like as
modern as most people might think.
Networking – and with it, networks –
have been around ever since life first
existed. The oldest and most brilliant
network of all time is the human brain –
and doubtless always will be. And

there’s still plenty we can learn from it.
Even so, today’s network structures are
fascinating creations that are definitely
not to be underestimated. Above all,
however, they are highly diverse.
Nowadays, just about everything and
everybody seems to be part of some
sort of network. If you do an Internet
search on “networking”, you’ll get an
almost infinite number of answers, taking
in everything from information networks
to webs of personal relationships and

Contents

A few words on our cover picture
Networking wherever you look. Our digital
age has opened up wholly new opportunities
for collaborative working. Never before has
it been easier to “bundle” resources and
knowledge so as to develop better
processes and applications. So it’s no
wonder that nowadays, individuals can do
the work of entire teams, in that they can
call upon collected, concentrated know-how
whenever they like. This network principle is
also the path that has been taken so
successfully by steelmaker voestalpine.
Read more about the new heights of
efficiency reached by this Austrian blue-chip
company in our cover story.

economic relations. Not to mention
“networking” of the regional, cultural,
analogue and wireless varieties, or
networking of media, medical practices,
knowledge, research and development,
professions, cities, and so on and so
forth. Seen like this, the catchphrase
really does “catch” just about
everything! Anyway – wait and see what
the weld+vision team have come up with
on this topic.
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“Net-working.”
BY DR. WOLFGANG EDER

Dr. Wolfgang Eder is Deputy Chairman of the Management Board of
voestalpine AG, one of the flagships of Austrian industry. He writes
here on networks, new organisational forms, old virtues, and on why
the often scoffed-at soft “cultural factors” are the very things which it
is absolutely essential to master if one is to succeed in today’s tough
competitive environment.
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Netward Ho!

organisations that manage to make plenty

war reconstruction mythology. Decades of

of diverse and relevant information

success had made the company

Networks – everybody’s talking about

speedily available at all decision-points

complacent and sluggish. A certain inner

them. And everything has to be

will enjoy a significant competitive edge.

ossification of the organisational

networked. From PC’s to personal

structures, with their towering hierarchies

relationships, and from access systems in

At voestalpine, too, we have been making

and the primacy of central decision-

buildings all the way to calendars of

very intensive use of the opportunities

making, found its external counterpoint in

events. It seems the “stand-alone” is a

presented by networks. Particularly in our

ever-more pervasive political interference.

thing of the past, and that anything that

new strategic orientation as a materials

Necessary decisions were put off or even

happens can only be interpreted properly

and processing group, competitive

made impossible. The inevitable then

in the context of its respective network.

advantage arises – to a high degree –

happened: In the mid-1980’s came a deep

However, it would be a gross over-

from superior knowledge and from the

fall, an existential crisis for the company.

simplification to dismiss this near-manic

professionalism and speed with which this

The final way out of the crisis was largely

obsession with the network as just

knowledge is applied to products and

shaped by the notion of delegating

another passing management fad.

processes. Moreover, network structures

decision-making and responsibility, and

Underlying “net mania” are two

also let us tread a unique path between a

thus creating smaller and highly

fundamental developments: Firstly, the

large measure of autonomy for the various

autonomous units. These units were – and

insight that the quality of decision-making

organisational units and the need for

still are – quick, nimble and hungry for

tends to rise when more (and more varied)

uniform Group-wide structures.

success. Success which they now can

knowledge is available and can be applied

prove was their own doing, and for which

Finding the small within the
large.

they publicly take the credit throughout the

readily accessible channels of

voestalpine in the late 1970’s was a

In these units, there is some amazing

communication between the most varied

colossus, a giant with feet of clay –

know-how to be found, in many different

entities. Taken together, these two factors

sustained, but also weighed down to the

specialist fields. The spectrum of specific

have led to a situation in which those

point of immobility, by 30 years of post-

expertise ranges from product

to the problem-solving process. Secondly,
for the past few years, we have had the

Group.

technology to set up fast, cheap and
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net (noun)
Etymology: Middle English nett, from Old English;
akin to Old High German nezzi net
1a: an open-meshed fabric twisted, knotted, or
woven together at regular intervals b: something
made of net
2: an entrapping device or situation
3: something resembling a net in reticulation (as
of lines, fibres, or figures)
4: a group of communications stations operating
under unified control
work (noun)
Etymology: Middle English werk, work, from Old
English werc, weorc; akin to Old High German
werc, Greek ergon, activity
1: activity in which one exerts strength or
faculties to do or perform something: a: sustained
physical or mental effort to overcome obstacles
and achieve an objective or result b: the labour,
task, or duty that is one's accustomed means of
livelihood c: a specific task, duty, function, or
assignment often being a part or phase of some
larger activity
2a: energy expended by natural phenomena b :
the result of such energy
3a: something that results from a particular
manner or method of working, operating, or
devising b: something that results from the use or
fashioning of a particular material
Source: Merriam-Webster New International
Dictionary

development and market knowledge to

Two plus two is five.

analytical methodology, from plant and

This amalgamation of knowledge from
widely varying companies with highly

environmental technology to organisational

As part of the strategic reorientation of the

varied structures and from numerous

models and training systems.

Group, we have committed ourselves to

different countries and cultures is

offering our customers materials,

currently the central management task in

One potential drawback of decentralised

components and complete systems. What

our Group. At the same time as the

units such as these is the risk that

this means for the automotive field is that

acquired companies are being thoroughly

individual functional fields may fail to

we develop, fabricate and assemble

integrated into the Group, a “fast-track”

interchange knowledge across the

autobody components for OEM’s. In the

route has to be taken to making parts of

boundaries of the various companies. For

Railway Systems Division, we plan and

these new units’ knowledge available and

example, Purchasing or R&D in Company

build entire routes, supplying even the

usable.

A might know little about what their

most important components ourselves,

respective colleagues in Company B are

including anything from ultralong rails to

doing or planning, or what know-how they

advanced points (turnout) installations.

Knowledge is power.
This networking of knowledge takes place

have. In order to ensure optimum
information interchange here, we have set

In both these divisions, the actual

in our “know-how network”. This network

up horizontal area networks.

competitive advantage consists in the

groups together all R&D functions, as well

The benefits of such networks (of

marriage of our (existing) first-class

as our production and market functions.

purchasing managers, researchers etc.)

materials know-how with the processing

What this leads to, for example, is that

range from enhancing existing synergetic

know-how provided by the (mostly newly

new materials can be used in press trials

potential to internal benchmarking and

acquired) companies.

significantly sooner, meaning that any user

“Best Practice” models, all the way up to

This is the central point in which we differ

problems can be picked up right in the

implementing Group-wide Standards. In

from our competitors. And it is this central

early stages of a development.

some areas, we are also using these

point of shared knowledge which

At the same time, our engineers who

horizontal networks to define and

ultimately guarantees that the results of

develop components for the automobile

implement overall Group strategies.

the company as a whole are better than

industry are always right on the cutting

the sum of the individual results.

edge regarding the utilisation of advanced
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high-strength steels. And so on.

The fund of tools that can be used here

From our know-how network, smaller

includes newsletters, regular meetings

project teams are then often formed as

and reporting, and shared logos etc.

needed, to develop solutions for exactly
delineated problems at short notice. In

The second factor, and one which I

these teams you’ll often find people from

consider even more crucial, is the cultural

seven or eight different Group companies,

suitability of the organisation. In the end,

from five countries, working together

for every employee, belonging to a

intensively for several months at a time.

network means a second “home” whose

The teams are also often joined by staff

requirements have to be reconciled with

from external partners.

those of the formal organisation. This
necessitates a culture of openness, of

High rates of product innovation,

dialogue, and of being allowed to fail, as

additional benefits for the customer,

well as a positive attitude towards risk.

speed on the market: all these are things
that we strive to realise through our know-

Allow me to close with a statement

how network. And our success shows that

attributed to Internet visionary Nicholas

we’re on the right track. Created only two

Negroponte. Although Negroponte may

years ago, our Division Motion – to take

have said this with reference to the digital

but one example – has already

network, I think it’s true of the corporate

established itself as an innovative partner

network, too:

in the “body-in-white” field.

“If you think about it, (it’s actually) Italian.
It’s underground, provocative, interactive.

An Italian journey.

It has humour, creativity, discourse and
debate. It has a kind of liveliness to it.”

As is always the case with major
undertakings of this nature, there is no

And that’s something that not just any old

one single, all-deciding success factor.

company can cope with!

Instead, success or failure are ultimately

The Net-Worker
Dr. Wolfgang Eder, b. 1952, is Deputy
Chairman of the Management Board of
voestalpine AG and heads its Divisions
“Steel” and “Motion”. Eder has a
doctorate in law and has been working
for the Group since 1978, in numerous
different functions. He has been on the
Management Board since 1995, and its
Deputy Chairman since 2001. A keen
yachtsman and skier, Eder is regarded as
an accomplished team player; alongside
his divisional responsibilities, he is also in
charge of capital market issues at
voestalpine AG. Dr. Eder is married and
has two children.

Facts

decided by a large number of different
influencing factors. Nevertheless, I should
like to draw attention to two extremely
significant factors which in my experience
are fundamentally important for making
networks work successfully:
Networks mean work. Not exactly a
trailblazing new discovery, but one that’s
often overlooked nonetheless. The
success of a network tends to be directly
proportional to the resources that are
invested in its infrastructure,
communication links (from Intranet
platforms all the way to

In its last full financial year, voestalpine
posted revenues of 4.3 bn euros (over
80 % of which came from exports) and
employed 23,000 people, 9,000 of them
outside Austria. Its four Divisions are:
– Division Railway Systems (rails, points,
projecting and general contracting for
complete “permanent way” projects)
– Division Motion (developing and
fabricating “body-in-white” components
and systems)
– Division Profilform (Europe’s biggest
manufacturer of special profiles)
– Division Steel (developing and
manufacturing light-gauge sheets for
the European automotive, construction
and white-goods industries)

videoconferencing), and above all in
putting it on a viable long-term footing.
Ultimately, a network’s long-term viability
is a communications and cultural issue.

Fronius 2003
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A growing system
ROBOT WELDING REACHES UNPRECEDENTED DIMENSIONS

For years now, robot welding has been a growing market. A market in which Fronius has
particularly good prospects, as here it’s all about complete systems. And complete welding
systems are exactly what Fronius has always offered, seeing itself as having overall
responsibility for the process. Owing to the increasing numbers of different applications,
Fronius are continually adding new components that make robot welding even more
interesting. Here’s an overview:

Totally R&D
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Innovations for steel and
aluminium

– creating and managing synergic

statement quite neatly paraphrases the

Quantitatively speaking, the joining of

– integrated online process supervision for

essence of a modern-day concept:

steel accounts for the lion’s share of robot

monitoring the welding parameters;

Networking. Let’s look at networking of

welding. Accordingly, this is one of the

using the Q-Master function, limit-values

different functions: It’s only in the interplay

areas on which Fronius has focused its

can be specified for the welding

of different functions that each separate

R&D efforts. The three most innovative

function can evolve its capability to the

recent results of this R&D drive will be

full. Indeed, some of its characteristics

briefly presented here:

It’s as true here as in so many other areas:
The whole is more than the sum of its
parts. This age-old philosophical

characteristics for application-specific
characteristics

will only be at all effective in the context

amperage and voltage
– backing-up and managing local data
using SmartMedia cards
– issuing access authorisations with

of a complete system – on their own, they

WeldOffice

either wouldn’t exist, or would be

Software which is mainly used for sending

pointless.

all the welding and telemetric data from

non-contacting transponder keys for
pre-defined user groups
– and many other possibilities besides

several welding installations to one central
This notion of the system acquires

computer where they are collected,

Robacta TC 1000

particular significance in the case of robot

evaluated and archived. This makes it

This is a new system component for

welding. The interplay of all the

easy to e.g. read off how much shielding

cleaning the gas nozzle. Normally, this is

components has to be just right. Smooth,

gas or filler metal has been consumed in

done mechanically: The torch, together

troublefree and of the same high quality

total. Or the program can send you an

with the gas nozzle, is clamped in place

time after time. To get this, you need to

e-mail in good time when a medium is

and the spatter is removed by miller

work with people who know the system,

running short, or when an installation

cutters. The high-grade surface of the gas

who see themselves as responsible and

needs servicing, etc. A sort of early-

nozzle is always damaged by this; it

who can keep on providing important

warning system, then.

simply can’t be avoided. Now Fronius
offer a cleaning facility that is still truly

innovational impulses.

Elements for Plug & Weld:
1. TPS 4000 power source
2. RCU 5000i remote-control unit
3. VR 1500 wirefeeder
4. Rob 5000 robot interface
5. Robacta welding torch
6. Robot control
7. Wire supply

Sample configuration

Fronius 2003

RCU 5000i

unique – where the gas nozzle is cleaned

The intelligent remote-control unit with a

completely touchlessly using an

graphical full-text display and PC-style

electromagnetic process. The torch is first

menu guidance to facilitate the

immersed in a parting agent, and then the

man/machine dialogue, and with a host of

spatter is removed with the aid of

useful functions:

electromagnetic pulses. Gently and

– creating and managing jobs for all the

cleanly.

machine settings needed for a particular
welding task

Collecting, visualising, evaluating and archiving
the welding data from all your power sources at
one central point, with WeldOffice.

The Robacta TC 1000 uses electromagnetic
forces for touchless, cost-saving removal of the
welding spatter that accumulates in the
gas-nozzle zone during steel welding.

Totally R&D
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Technological
refinement as the
standard repertoire
Fronius products are technologically
leading ones – which means that they
come with all sorts of finer points that
often don’t even get mentioned, as with
Fronius they’re all standard equipment
anyway. For people who are new to
Fronius, though, these things may well
come as a welcome surprise.
For their benefit, then, a brief selection
of some of these “fine points”:
Robacta Drive with external wire guidance:
Quick changes of the inner liner, shortest possible
downtimes.

R&D focus: Aluminium

catch. That’s all it takes, and the system
is ready for welding again.

Quantitatively, aluminium is not as
significant as steel, but it is a highly

Cleaning the gas nozzle: This is not so

capable, versatile and light material

easy with aluminium, either, as it smears

nonetheless. Not to mention one that is

when subjected to conventional

very challenging to weld. Firstly, because

mechanical milling. Fronius has now

of the oxide layer; secondly, because the

developed a coating system for the gas

soft wire is very difficult to feed, and the

nozzle that minimises the adhesion of

surface of the wire must not on any

welding spatter right from the outset. In

account be damaged. And these aspects

addition, follow-up treatment is given with

are compounded in the case of robot

a special rotating brush.

welding. Which is why Fronius has paid
particular attention to aluminium as well,

Perfect wire guidance, all the way into

for which it has also come up with a

the contact tube: The inside of the

number of innovations:

contact tube is deburred, so that the wire
is not damaged.

Robacta Drive
This special robot torch works with

Systems for robot welding make highly

external wirefeed. This permits precision

complex demands of all the individual

guidance of the soft aluminium wire – as

components, and of the interplay between

can also be verified at any time by taking

them all. When it’s Fronius who are

a look inside the inner liner. The system

responsible for the system, it can be

prevents strong kinks, as the hose

expected to run just perfectly and without

describes wide radii with every motion of

a hitch. As this article – with its overview

the robot. This decreases friction, reduces

of the latest developments in the field –

wear-and-tear and thus prolongs the

clearly shows, Fronius are not content to

equipment’s service life. A further

stick with the status quo but are

advantage: It also shortens maintenance

resolutely continuing along the pathway of

times, as the inner liner is prepared with

technological leadership.

– Fully digitised microprocessorcontrolled and digitally regulated
power sources with incomparable
precision in the welding process, exact
reproducibility and unrivalled welding
properties
– Synergic mode: All you need do is
select your material and sheet
thickness; the expert knowledge
integrated in the power source then
controls the entire welding process
automatically
– Spatter Free Ignition (SFI): ensures
spatter-free ignition when working with
almost any material
– Start-up program for aluminium: For
preventing fusion defects
– SyncroPuls: visually perfect weld
rippling and controllable heat input
– Digital arc-length control: The arc
length always remains constant, so
that there is next-to-no welding spatter
even if the stick-out changes

the hose and is simply unclicked and
clicked back in again with a quick-acting

Totally R&D
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Weighs less,
does more
THE NEW PUSH-PULL TORCH MAKES
WELDING EVEN EASIER TO HANDLE

PT-Drive – the very name itself
somehow has a ring of
dynamism and mobility about
it. Entirely intentional, too,
they say at Fronius; after all:
“Nomen est omen”. The PTDrive push-pull welding torch
is a minor sensation, and one
that is in great demand on the
market. Its most striking
innovation: 600 g less weight.
This – and more beside – is
made possible by a small and
extremely powerful planetary
drive that feeds the wire
precisely and flawlessly, and
without damaging it.

Just imagine you have to hold a torch in
your hand for hours on end – and then all
of a sudden it’s 600 g lighter! That’s a
huge improvement.

Clockwork precision
There is a single, highly intelligent reason
for all this: the planetary drive. Its drive
rollers are positioned in such a way that
they are at a 90° angle to one another. This
has a number of advantages:
– the area of contact with the wire is
enlarged ...
– ... which means more powerful force
transmission
– better protection for the surface of the
wire

The PT-Drive push-pull welding torch was

– soft wires are straightened

developed for digital MIG/MAG welding

– is thus ideal for aluminium and CuSi wires

On the PT-Drive, the drive rollers are arranged at
90° to one another, ensuring precision wire-travel
and thus a stable welding process.

systems. For an environment, then, in
which exact reproducibility and perfect

At the same time, a rotational oscillation is

welding results take overriding priority.

exerted upon the wire. This not only moves

Which makes the PT-Drive just right for

the wire forwards, but also greatly reduces

the job. Compared to its classic torch

the frictional resistance in the hosepack.

colleagues, quite a few things have

Together, all these things ensure even

changed: The PT-Drive has become

greater precision of wire-travel, and thus a

altogether more ergonomical and much

stable welding process. This package of

more agile, is extremely flexible, copes

plus-points comes with one proviso,

effortlessly with “hard-to-get-at” places

however: The drive-characteristic has to be

and – most importantly – is all of 600 g

optimally fine-tuned to the welding system.

lighter. And every welder knows exactly

And it is here that Fronius’ developmental

what that means for the welding work.

lead lies.

Fronius 2003

Left: Conventional drive
Right: PT-Drive – larger area of contact with wire,
meaning less damage to the surface of the wire

Totally R&D
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Easyto-use
stalwarts
WE TAKE A LOOK AT TWO MUCH-LOVED PRODUCTS

At a company like Fronius
which has mainly specialised
in one area for over half a
century, a broad product
range will come into being
over the course of time, with
different systems and
machines for different
applications. A good reason
for taking the opportunity of
introducing two simple-tooperate and much-loved
Fronius products.

taps. You only need to set the switching
steps, the inductance taps and the
wirefeed speed. And you’ll have superb,
dependable welding results. Especially
when welding light-gauge sheets.

VarioSynergic – stepcontrolled, intelligent, and
with synergic operation
Its underlying principle makes this power
source a classic; its technology and
design make it an up-to-the-minute

Very easy handling: Just turn the dials to set your
sheet thickness and filler metal, and off you go!

welding system. Complete with power

VarioStar – step-controlled
MIG/MAG-machines

source, wirefeeder, welding torch and
cooling-unit. Each matched to all the
others. The VarioSynergic is a step-

There are some items of basic equipment

controlled MIG/MAG machine with up to

that every workshop simply has to have.

500 A of power; microprocessor-

Trusty products that always do a good job

controlled, with integral synergic

of work; that are versatile, easy to handle

operation. Handling this machine is

and use, and robustly built. The VarioStar

simplicity itself, as optimised parameter

is just such a product – a compact step-

records make it very easy to operate. For

switched MIG/MAG welding machine, with

every application, there is a suitable

an integral wire-drive and three amperages

welding program containing stored expert

from 150 to 310 A. And now featuring

knowledge. All you need do is select the

improved ignition thanks to electronic

sheet thickness and the filler metal; the

regulation, and a more service-friendly

welding machine takes care of the rest.

design. Step-controlled machines are

Two versions are available: with either an

generally among the easiest welding units

integral or an external wirefeeder.

to operate – all the more so when, like
here, there are two or three inductance

The specially tuned inductance makes it possible:
Optimum welding with CO2 and mixed gas

Totally R&D
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News
Solar Electronics Division
debuts in USA

Experiencing digital welding –
digitally!

started with us as apprentices. Our most
senior “apprentice” has now been with
Fronius for 44 years!

Welding is simply fascinating: Following
high-speed video clips of arcs, frame by
frame; understanding digital welding
technology; taking an inside look at the
workings of a modern inverter; marvelling at

International vocational
championships were a great
success

the instant of ignition – you can see and
hear all this, and more besides, on the

The 37th international vocational

Fronius “Digital Welding” CD-ROM.

championships in St. Gallen, Switzerland,

From A for “Automated welding” to Z

were a hugely successful event. The

for “Zinc-coated sheets”.

organisers were delighted. In four days,

Solar electronics is still a relatively young

Get your copy of the CD-Rom from your

from 19th to 22nd June, the event drew

branch of Fronius’ business – and already

Fronius partner.

180,000 visitors. As one of the main

a very up-and-coming one. In the last two

sponsors, Fronius loaned 51 TIG

years alone, it has notched up annual
growth of 50 %. The team now counts 40
people, developing and selling inverters
and the respective data communication

machines, all of which it then sold at the

21 new apprentices and
4 new apprenticeable
occupations

systems Europe-wide. Or, more

championships. Fronius particularly
wishes to congratulate the following
winners in the occupational category
“welder”:

accurately, worldwide, in that from

We might have chosen “Fronius – an

– Gold: Jong Sig Kim, Korea

January 2004 Fronius will also be

apprentice’s paradise!” as the title of this

– Silver: Wasan Chanthun, Thailand

marketing these in the USA. Fronius is

article. For Fronius Austria currently has

– Bronze: Miles Tilley, USA

one of Europe’s two leading

over 100 apprentices in training. Which

manufacturers of inverters. A total of

definitely puts it among the outstanding

some 30,000 units are now in service. The

actors on the Austrian labour market. Ever

client list features such evocative names

since its earliest days, Fronius has

as BP Solar, Shell solar, Choice Electric,

attached great importance to young

In the last edition of weld+vision, we

Viessmann, Kyocera, Unisolar and

employees and to giving them good career

carried out a short survey among our

Schüco.

opportunities. As can be seen by the fact

readers to find out how much they liked

that around 90 % of the trained

our customer magazine in general, and

apprentices stay on to start their working

what they thought of the articles in the

lives with the company. There are still

last edition. The upshot – weld+vision is

many people working for the firm who first

very well received indeed. 51.5 % rated

Fronius 2003

And the winner is ...
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weld+vision as “good”, and another 43.7%

that it enjoys in France as well.

as “very good”. As a small gesture of

motivation, the next branches are already
planned: in Alabama and California.

thanks to our readers for taking the time
to answer the questions, we raffled off a
TransPocket 1100 among the first 100

Fronius International in facts
and figures

respondents. The winner is Ing. Helmut

New location for the Battery
Charging Systems Division

Streit of voestalpine Linz. Congratulations

Fronius Group results for 2002:

– and here’s hoping the prize will give you

– Revenues: EUR 116 m

The Battery Charging Systems Division

a great deal of enjoyment!

– Export share: 80.1 %

has grown to be a well known player in

– R&D ratio: 8.1 %

the sector, specialising in two different

– Investment ratio: 5.7 %

product lines:

– Workforce: 1266

– Acctiva: professional charging units for

– Average age: 31

workshops, haulage firms, construction

10 years of Fronius France

machinery, emergency-services vehicles,
Products (by Division):
– Welding technology: Arc welding
systems for manual electrode (MMA),

technology for electric stacking trucks,

MIG/MAG and TIG, and automated and

cleaning-machinery, elevating-platforms,

customised welding installations
– Solar electronics: Inverters for grid-

Bonne anniversaire! And best wishes for

boats etc.
– Selectiva: intelligent charging

electric vehicles etc.
And there’s no shortage of takers, either:

connected photovoltaic installations and

BMW, DaimlerChrysler, Aldi/Hofer, KTM

stand-alone solar power installations

Motorcycles, Ducati, VW, Amsterdam

– Battery charging systems: Battery

Airport, Eduscho distribution centre,

your 10th birthday. To mark the occasion,

chargers for both private and workshop

Renault Slovenia. With headlong

Fronius France held a two-day

and industrial applications.

development like this, it was high time for

celebration. On 19th and 20th June in

more space. Now the Division and its

Senlis. Over 160 people came to offer
their congratulations and to join in the

workforce of 35 have moved into newer

USA: A successful 1st year

and bigger premises.

celebrations. The mood couldn’t have
been better: the weather was just perfect;

One year of Fronius USA – time to pause

a coach was on hand to take visitors

and take stock. Fronius started its first US

around the Old Quarter of Senlis in style;

representative office in Brighton, Michigan,

and a small but high-quality in-house

in April 2002. In its very first year, it took in

At the end of September, Fronius opened

exhibition was exceedingly well received.

orders worth USD 1 m. A handsome result

a branch of its own, Fronius do Brasil, in

There were product demonstrations on

for a newcomer. In particular, it is the global

São Paulo. The decision to make this

each of the two days, accompanied by

players among the automotive

move was not a difficult one: Firstly,

any number of high-calibre lectures.

manufacturers and suppliers who are

Fronius wanted to serve its customers

However, not only the 10 years of the

interested in Fronius. Benteler, ORIS, GM

from close at hand (most of the major

company’s existence were a reason to

and ISE are already customers, for instance.

automobile manufacturers and their

celebrate, but also the fact that in this

In terms of products, Fronius offers the

suppliers are located within a 15 km

time, Fronius France has worked its way

American market seven digital welding

radius); secondly, Brazil is an increasingly

up to a 10% share of the market. And

systems: The “Digital Revolution” series, the

important market that many international

the tendency is upward, as Fronius’

LaserHybrid welding system, TigHotWire

firms are investing in.

reputation of offering top quality and

and TimeTwin Digital. And as success is

leading technology is definitely one

generally reckoned to be the best

Fronius in Brazil

News from Fronius
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Higher-level networking
FORMER “BASKET-CASE” FINDS A SYSTEM SOLUTION FROM FRONIUS AND MAKES
FAR-EASTERN BUSINESS CONNECTIONS

MIW experts make very special demands
– and very exacting ones – of their
welding system partners. With their
specially adapted complete solution from
Fronius, MIW are now well equipped to
conquer the newly opened and rapidly
growing market in China.

Strategic directive:
Market potential
“MIW = Metal – Integration – knoWledge”:
This re-interpretation of the company’s
initials only goes part-way towards
summing up the MIW philosophy.
Analysing the market early on, keeping an
eye on trends, investing ahead of time and
in a “visionary” way instead of passively in
response to the order situation – this is
how Managing Director Armin Berndl
Ten years ago, today’s MIW Metall-

turn their company into an engine of

describes the guiding principle. The

Industriewerk of Staaken, Germany, was

growth for their whole region of

Engineering Department ensures that

one of the “deadbeats” still on the books

Brandenburg. This producer of metal

MIW’s knowledge is integrated in the

of the Treuhand, the agency in charge of

assemblies banks on system development

production processes and is constantly

managing East Germany’s state property

and project-specific solutions – in both

enlarged. At any time, up to 8 engineers

following reunification. The lucky break for

engineering and business terms. In the

are kept busy here with the job of

this former state enterprise south-west of

space of only 6 years, the company

developing individual solutions for

Berlin came when the moneyed Taiwan-

boosted its revenues by approx. 300%, to

customers. On the basis of given

born investor Yuh-Shun Sun appeared on

EUR 11 m. A key client target group is

parameters, they seek out the technically

the scene. This mechanical engineering

manufacturers of rail vehicles and rolling

and economically most advantageous

and metalworking expert and experienced

stock.

options. A networking structure helps

businessman took over MIW in 1994. One

Networking – this is the all-pervading

them to implement the solutions they find,

year later, MIW was already back in the

principle of key technologies and

both in-house and externally.

black.

economical relationships worldwide; it is

In a market economy, your luck will only

the watchword of the 21st century, and is

hold if you have a prudent strategy, a

fundamental to the successful concept

policy of permanent innovation and a

followed by MIW.

When it came to machining and

technological lead – as both the technical

Because automated welding of sheets and

processing metal sheets, including

and business managers at MIW are well

profiles plays a key rôle in optimising

mechanical forming and welding, the MIW

aware. Since then, they have managed to

significant manufacturing processes, the

metalworking experts wanted to cover the

Fronius 2003
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Operational sequences and components of MIW’s
automated-welding installation
(1) Fume extraction system
(2) FPA 2003 system controller
(3) FST 3 tactile seam tracking system and torch
holder
(4) MIG/MAG Robacta Drive welding torch
(5) VR 1500 wirefeeder
(6) Extractor hose
(7) (at rear): TransPulsSynergic 5000 welding
power source
(8) (behind the torch): Torch holder, mounted on
FOU50 oscillation unit

2
7

5

8
4

AUTOMATION

3
1

full spectrum. Hence their decision to go

surfaces are much better now.”

Yuh-Shun Sun. It networks the metal-

for an automated welding installation. This

In “visionary” mode, Managing Director

processing experts in Berlin with the

was to be flexible in terms of handling

Berndl outlines the following perspective:

growth market of China. On the back of

different materials, and open regarding

“If and when we see a concrete market,

China’s huge demand for tubes and

future market trends. In the selection

and the demand, we’ll plan another

profiles for use in the construction of rail

process, the concept developed by

installation like it – and perhaps also one

vehicles and rolling stock, MIW’s Chinese

Fronius then won “hands-down”.

using the alternatives of strip-wire or

trading partner has invested in one of the

The product, a one-off development

LaserHybrid welding.”

world’s biggest aluminium extruding

tailor-made for MIW, was elaborated by
the Fronius developers and the

presses, with an extrusion pressure of

Near and far

applications engineers in Berlin in less

10,000 tonnes. After this plant has been
put into service, the Chinese-produced

than 6 weeks. Half a year later – at the

By way of the digitised FPA 2003

profiles will be sent to Berlin for further

end of 2002 – production started up. It

controller, this unique welding system

processing by MIW, who will then supply

wasn’t long before the MIW welding

networks the TransPulsSynergic 5000

them to its European railway-industry

professionals could hardly imagine

welding power source with the special

customers. MIW will also have the

working without their “one-of-a-kind”

tactile seam tracking system, the Robacta

opportunity to weld extruded sections for

installation. Dipl.-Ing. Detlev Reinhardt,

Drive MIG/MAG welding torch, the

Chinese trains in Berlin.

who is in charge of welding and site-

wirefeeder and the compound slide

erection technology, reckons that quite

system, turning them into an intelligent

The metalworking experts at MIW in Berlin

apart from the productivity gains, the

system.

foresee that their “one-off” Fronius system

implications of its 100% digitisation are an

is actually only the beginning. The growth

important plus-point: “You can see

Since August 2002, a joint venture has

potential for automated welding systems

straight away from the seam that it was

linked up MIW with the Shandong Conglin

from Fronius is unleashing its dynamism in

produced using this advanced technology.

Group. This link-up originated in the

a globally networked way.

Not only the weld structure, but also the

foresighted activities of the investor

Case studies
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Fronius makes “pipe-dreams”
come true
HIGH DYNAMIC LOADS AND EXCLUSIVE GOOD LOOKS ON KTM EXHAUSTS

At the Intermot fair in September 2002, KTM presented the flagship of its “Adventure” product
line, the Adventure 950 – the first series-produced two-cylinder motorcycle in the company’s
history. And by far the lightest and sportiest motorbike it had ever produced. All round the
world, this new model met with a rapturous reception. But there was something else that the
trade press was also greatly impressed by: The weld seam of the stainless-steel exhaust pipe.

Fronius 2003
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It goes without saying that when a
company is working on the development
of a really special product – one that is
meant to amaze the whole world – it
makes the most exacting requirements in
respect of every single detail. Among

– A trailer-type nozzle is used, to protect
the weld-seam from the ingress of air
after welding
– Gas: Argon-hydrogen, and for the trailertype nozzle: argon
– Weld process: TIG cold-wire automatic

these will be visually and technically

circumferential welder with MagicWave

perfect welds – even on the exhaust

2600. A TransTig 1600 is used for

piping. Which is why KTM resolved to

welding-on a connecting plate. This

carry out this project in collaboration with

seam is cleaned using the Magic

the welding experts from Fronius.

Cleaner.
– Pulsed with a median amperage of 95 A

The brief was to “design” the exhaust-

– Lap-weld in 2 o’clock position

pipe weld on the KTM Adventure 950 –

– CrNi tube, 1.5 mm wall thickness

a top-grade stainless-steel exhaust pipe

– Filler wire 0.8 mm 1.4316

placing tremendous emphasis on
exclusivity and phenomenal appearance.

This solution package fulfilled all the

Right from the outset, the requirements

specifications just perfectly. Since then,

were clearly defined:

some 7000 of these exhaust pipes have
been produced, and KTM reckons that it

– The surface of the weld must be as

will produce twice as many next year.

evenly rippled as possible
– There must not be any undercutting

Great boost to productivity

– The surface of the weld is to be
polished, meaning that there must be as

The collaboration between KTM and

little tarnish discoloration as possible, so

Fronius goes back over four years now.

as to minimise the amount of post-weld

The exhaust production operations at

machining needed

KTM Sportmotorcycles now rely entirely

– The weld-seam must be highly corrosion
resistant
– The motor bikes must also survive

on Fronius welding technology. The
following systems are in continuous
operation there: Two MAG double

gruelling offroad racing conditions, so

circumferential welding sets, two MAG

the seam must be able to withstand

single circumferential welding sets, a

heavy dynamic stressing such as

combined MIG and MAG circumferential

vibrations and knocks

welding installation, a MAG longitudinalseam welding installation and 12 TPS

The solution

A company that’s
racing ahead

2700’s for manual welding, and a TransTig
1600/1700. Thanks to the pulsed-arc

Fronius was immediately willing to work

technology used, and the resulting drastic

with the KTM team to elaborate a solution

reductions in post-weld finishing work,

here. Trials on the first approaches were

KTM has boosted its productivity by an

carried out directly in the KTM factory,

average of 25 % during this period.

where the results were then optimised in

A tremendous result for KTM, a gratifying

collaboration with the KTM team. In detail,

testimonial for Fronius – and a great

the solution looks like this:

encouragement to keep on making other
“pipe dreams” come true!

Ever since its earliest days, KTM has
been “on the up and up”. The history of
this illustrious marque began back in
1934, in a locksmith’s workshop in the
Upper Austrian town of Mattighofen.
By the end of its first few years, the
company had already grown to be the
biggest motorbike and car-repair
workshop in the province.
Its first major development project
began in 1951: designing a lightweight
motorcycle.
1953 then saw the start of series
production of KTM motor bikes. From
this time on, it was one success after
the other.
As seen by the fact that 20 years later,
the company had 42 different models.
In KTM’s last financial year (2001/02), its
worldwide workforce of 1267 people –
879 of them at the Mattighofen facility –
achieved total revenues of 314 m euros.
The high point so far for KTM in the
sporting arena came in the 2000 offroad
season, when KTM sport motorcycles
scooped six (out of six!) world
championship titles.

Case studies
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How to melt a welder’s heart
when the mercury plummets
way below zero ...
AUTOMATED PIPELINE WELDING
CAPS – “Cranfield Automated Pipewelding System” – is a
special GMA welding process based on tandem technology
and developed specifically for pipeline construction by
Cranfield University. CAPS makes pipeline welding faster and
more economical, while coping with harsh environmental
conditions such as bitter cold.

equipment was field tested in Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada. Cranfield worked with
Fronius and RMS Welding Systems to
complete the field trials. These were
performed on 40“ x 19.1mm X 80 linepipe.
For metallurgical reasons, the pipe is first
preheated to 100° C before an internal
weld pass is made using the RMS Internal

Stephen Blackman, Director of Welding

North America. Due to environmental

Welding Machine. This equipment acts as

Engineering at Cranfield University’s

considerations, most of the construction

an internal alignment clamp for the pipe to

Welding Engineering Research Centre in

work in the Arctic will have to be carried out

align the pipe bevels and incorporates 4

England, has been using Fronius tandem

in winter, at low temperatures.

GMAW welding heads that travel around

GMAW systems since 1997. In 2001, BP
were looking for a welding process that
could significantly reduce the cost of

the inside of the pipe at a speed of

Only Fronius were up to
partnering this project

pipeline construction. Laser welding and

762mm/min. Once the root is completed,
the welding shelter is set over the weld
and the external passes are welded using

one-shot welding had failed to deliver, and

Cranfield University realised that they

the CAPS dual-tandem process. Three

BP consulted a group of industry experts

would only be able to deliver BP’s project

weld runs were performed with dual-

for guidance. As an acknowledged expert in

objectives if they worked closely with

tandem GMAW before the final capping

the field, Stephen Blackman, had the

industrial partners. They approached a

pass was made with single tandem

answer in tandem GMAW. BP liked his

number of potential partners but only

GMAW. All fill passes were welded at a

ideas and set Cranfield a challenging target

Fronius and RMS Welding Systems of

travel speed of 1300 mm/min. This is

– to develop and field-test a mechanised

Alberta, Canada were able to provide the

more than twice the speed of the current

tandem GMAW pipeline welding system

necessary expertise and technology.

welding technology used for pipeline

within 18 months. BP had one other

Fronius developed a special pipeline

construction.

requirement: the field trials had to be

version of its TimeTwin Digital welding

performed in winter under Arctic conditions.

system for this project. In this connection,
the long-standing relationship between

Construction costs slashed by
more than USD 150 m

This latter requirement was based upon the

Cranfield University and TPS-Fronius Ltd.

target pipeline project. The new process

was a very positive factor. RMS Welding

The results of this joint development work

had to be suitable for use on the proposed

Systems provided automatic pipeline

are extremely satisfactory for all involved.

long-distance gas pipeline known as the

welding equipment to carry the welding

A conventional GMAW welding process

Alaskan Gas Pipeline. This is a 5700 km

torch around the pipe, and conducted the

used for pipeline construction would

long pipeline between Alaska and Chicago,

field trials.

require many welding stations to complete
each weld at the required productivity. Up

and at a predicted cost of USD 16 bn it will
be the largest privately financed project in

Fronius 2003

From 3rd – 13th March 2003, the CAPS

to 19 welding stations would be required
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for the Alaskan Gas Pipeline, whereas

Alaskan Gas Project could save more than

earnest in Canada using single tandem for

CAPS will require only 4. This results in

USD 150 m.

a 610 mm diameter X80 linepipe and dual-

major savings in equipment and labour as

Following the success of the field trials, 12

tandem for a 914 mm diameter X100

well as easier logistics in the Arctic

more power sources have been purchased

linepipe. And these are expected to be just

environment. The lower personnel numbers

and CAPS is currently being tested by

the first of many...

working in these environments also

three pipeline welding contractors in

reduces the safety risk. BP has therefore

preparation for its first production use.

You can find the unabridged version of this

estimated that the use of CAPS on the

Early next January, work will then begin in

article at: www.fronius.com/caps

5º
2.3 mm

Cap
Fill passes

45º – 52º

Hot pass
1 mm
Root

4 – 5 mm

1.5 mm
37.5º

Bead sequence

Bevel preparation

Weld run
Weld pass

Fill pass
Root
(internal)

Torch 1
(2 wires)

Torch 2
(2 wires)

Capping pass (split)
Torch 1
(2 wires)

Torch 2
(2 wires)

Torch 1
(2 wires)

Torch 2
(2 wires)
1.0

Electrode size (mm)

0.9

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

Electrode classification

ER480S-6

ER690S-G

ER690S-G

ER690S-G

ER690S-G

ER690S-G

ER690S-G

Amperage range (A)

185 – 210

200 – 220

140 – 170

190 – 210

140 – 160

110 – 140

110 – 140

Voltage range (V)

20 – 22

20 – 23

19 – 22

19 – 22

18 – 21

18 – 20

18 – 20

Wirefeed speed
(mm/min)

9652

12200/
12200

9200/
9200

11500/
11500

8500/
8500

7000/
7000

7000/
7000

Travel speed range
(mm/min)

760

1270

1270

1270+/
10 %

1270+/10 %

1270+/20 %

1270+/20 %

Heat input range (kJ/mm)

0.32 – 0.38

0.30 – 0.40

0.30 – 0.40

0.30 – 0.40

0.30 – 0.40

0.20 – 0.30

0.20 – 0.30

The welding technology in detail

Excerpt from welding
procedure sheet (WPS):

Parameters:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Base metal: X80 and X100
Pipeline diameter: over 610 mm
Wall thickness: up to 23 mm
Weld filler metal: G3Ni1Mo, 1.0 mm
Length of pipe: 24 m
Weld passes: Root from inside:
1 wire with 4 heads. Filler and top passes on
outside: Tandem with 4 heads

-

Process: CAPS
Polarity: DC+
Position: 5G/vertical down
Preheat: 100 °C min.
Interpass temperature: 100 °C min./150 °C
max.

- Time interval between passes: Root/Second:
max. 5 minutes
Second / Fill(s): max. 60 minutes
To completion: max. 24 hours
- Welding consumable: GSNi1Mo
- Gas shielding: All passes –
5 % He, 12.5 % CO 2, bal. Ar
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The sun will still be
shining for our great-greatgreat-grandchildren.
HOW KLAUS FRONIUS IS NETWORKING ENERGY SOURCES TO PRODUCE
ELECTRICITY FOR THE FUTURE

Solar energy at midnight. Not yet possible – or should we say “not yet realised”, because for
Klaus Fronius, this is something that is already feasible: You just have to take two renewable
energy sources – sunlight and water – a dose of courage, any amount of idealism, plenty of
brainpower and a high-calibre group of researchers with a “can-do” mentality, stir thoroughly
for several years – and hey presto! you have a recipe that sounds very promising indeed.

Fronius 2003
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“It was several years ago. I was thinking a

heat which can be used for many different

lot at that time about what was really

applications. For a long time, this process

important to me. And about what would

was confined to the realm of theory. Now it

be important to my children,

can be realised in practice. Offering the gift

grandchildren, great-grandchildren and

of renewable power, time after time. For

great-great-grandchildren some day.

many generations to come. For as long as

Whether they would be able to look to the

there is water and the sun.

future in the same basically carefree way
as our generation can. And I have to
admit that I definitely had my doubts. At
this point, I made a firm decision: To do

Fuel cells are going to
revolutionise our energy
supplies

The fuel cell – age-old
knowledge used anew
The fuel cell is an electrochemical
generator in which the gases are
combusted “cold” and directly
transformed into high-grade electrical
energy – a “gas-powered battery”, so to
speak. This technology, which is set to
revolutionise energy supplies in the 21 st
century, is actually based on age-old
knowledge.

something that will help to make it
possible for my descendants to enjoy a

It’s not hard to see how Klaus Fronius hit

more carefree world”, is how Klaus

upon this particular way of making the

Fronius explains what prompted him to

world a better place for his great-great-

embark on the project which has since

great-grandchildren. His company has

come such a long way that it has every

always been involved with electrical

prospect of putting this good intention

energy.

into effect.

Fronius transforms energy. From electricity
out of the power socket into welding

In many discussions with his friend and

current or into electric current from a

colleague Josef Rauscher, who had had a

battery, and from energy from the sun into

big hand in the realisation of the TransArc

electric current for the power socket

500 inverter power source, the outlines of

(photovoltaics). This field of solar

the project emerged ever more clearly.

electronics – manufacturing inverters –
has grown by leaps and bounds at Fronius

Powering generations to come

over the past few years. From one unit
every two weeks to today’s 70 units per

The project in question is one which will

day.

produce electricity from two renewable

He prophesies a similar development for

energy sources – doing so without using up

the networked system of sun, water and

these energy sources, without creating any

fuel cell. Fronius wants to have a

harmful waste or by-products, and without

prototype on the market by 2006. And

using any hazardous technologies. What

anyone who knows Klaus Fronius will also

Klaus Fronius is aiming at, then, is making

know that this target is deadly serious!

much better use of solar energy. Even when
the sun isn’t shining. To do this, you need a

While on the subject of networked

storage medium. And in simplified terms,

systems: In Fronius’ hometown of Wels,

this storage medium is – indirectly – water.

Austria, a new course of study began at

Because when you use DC current from the

the local college of higher technical

sun to split water into its constituent

education a year ago: Eco-power

elements, i.e. to electrolyse it, the result is

engineering. Moreover, the college is to be

two gases – H2 and O2; and these two

completely rebuilt, in the course of which

gases can then be compressed and used to

a fuel-cell technology laboratory will be

power a fuel cell, which turns them into DC

added. In this way, Wels is to become a

current. A downstream inverter converts

centre of fuel-cell technology. Needless to

this DC into AC which is then fed directly

say, a certain Klaus Fronius was slightly

into the network, and is always available.

more than just a passive observer in all

24 hours a day. And all the while, entirely by

this .... A classic example of successful

the way, the process also gives off “waste”

networking !

The Swiss Christian Friedrich Schönbein
discovered the principle of generating
electricity using an electrolyte, without
chemical transformation of the
electrodes, in 1838. His friend, the
Englishman William Robert Grove, took
more interest in the “gas battery” and
connected up elements in series in an
attempt to boost the power. All this was
still far from being of any practical use.
The first practicable cell was invented
around 1930 by Francis T. Bacon. The
fuel cell’s first practical application was
in the American space programme in the
1950’s. This was followed by military
applications in submarines, for powering
their drive motors. Growing
environmental awareness prompted
intensive research efforts from the late
1980’s onwards. Today, the technical
and commercial breakthrough is
imminent.
The advantages:
– high overall efficiency (electricity, heat)
– pure water is the only residual product
where H 2 and 0 2 are used
– the potential supply of H 2 is
inexhaustible (90 % of all atoms and
75 % of the mass of the universe)
– when reformed H 2 and atmospheric
oxygen are used, only very low
pollutant emissions are generated
– the process can also be fuelled with
hydrocarbons

The company
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Fronius and the
nightlife of
Newcastle

Newcastle
Belfast

TRADITION AND INNOVATION ON THE TYNE
Dublin
Liverpool

Birmingham
London

Newcastle upon Tyne: a metropolis with a chequered history that has really been
“going places” in recent years. Newcastle has metamorphosed from a depressed area
into a stylish city and shopping eldorado that is Britain’s fastest-growing tourist region.
With nightlife that is famed far and wide. And just what has Fronius got to do with
that? Easy: Tyneside’s spanking-new concert and event hall was welded using
TransPuls Synergic 2700!

Newcastle upon Tyne is known for its six
bridges spanning the River Tyne. All six of
them were inaugurated by Royalty. The

Sights worth seeing:
The “New Castle” and much
more besides

most popular is doubtless the Tyne

varied and interesting city. From classic
historic places and monuments to a host
of different museums and stately castles,
all the way to a 200 t steel statue (the

Bridge, opened by King George V in 1928.

Newcastle has a long history, going all the

Angel of the North), underwater safaris (at

At the time, the Tyne Bridge was the

way back to the Roman era – history of

the Blue Reef Aquarium) and a highly

biggest single-span bridge in the world.

which the Newcastle Discovery Centre will

instructive garden of the senses for the

Another well-known landmark is the High

give you a very vivid impression,

visually-impaired (Gardens Sense),

Level Bridge, opened in 1849 by Queen

incidentally. The city takes its name from

Newcastle offers any number of

Victoria and the first joint road and rail

the “new castle” built in 1080 by Robert

fascinating attractions that are definitely

bridge anywhere in the world; the railway

Curthose, illegitimate son of William the

worth visiting. Quite apart from all this,

on the upper deck, below it, the roadway.

Conqueror. The original castle was built of

Newcastle today is a shopping mecca for

Newcastle today has a population of

timber, and was then rebuilt in stone by

the whole of Great Britain, with both

around 300,000. As the undisputed

Henry II in the 12th century. This is the

gigantic shopping centres and exclusive

regional capital of the Northeast of

“version” of the castle that can still be

designer boutiques.

England, it is also a cultural centre and a

visited to this day.

magnet for large numbers of visitors,

In fact, particularly when it comes to

commuters and students.

sights, Newcastle is a tremendously
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Colossal multipurpose hall
beside the Tyne

of 3500 panels, each of which had to be

sights of Newcastle in future, as both its

separately designed and separately

architecture and its mode of construction

welded in the course of production. Each

make it truly unique.

Whenever a city transforms itself over

panel is filled with insulating materials and

time into such a trendy, sophisticated and

so doubles as thermal insulation and

pulsating metropolis as Newcastle, then

fireproofing. The stainless steel cover was

you can be sure there’ll also be a lively

welded on, to prevent the panel being

nightlife and leisure scene. To inject yet

deformed during sealing. For this task, the

more variety into this scene, a huge

manufacturer opted for MIG brazing, as

concert and event hall has recently been

this is the process with the least heat

built. Completed in August 2003, this

input. The Fronius product used here was

“Music Centre Gateshead” is located right

the – digital and portable – TransPuls

beside the Tyne.

Synergic 2700. In this way, Fronius, too,
has made a small contribution to

Its façade was completely planned, built

Newcastle’s vibrant nightlife and music

and mounted by a Fronius customer, the

scene.

Upper Austrian firm Pflaum & Söhne

And you can be sure that this splendid

Bausysteme GmbH. The façade consists

concert venue will rank high among the
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